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            Estuaries and coasts are highly diverse and dynamic environments. There is an active research community seeking to understand the dynamics of these systems in terms of the governing physical processes, the habitats they provide and the species they support. Translating this Science and Engineering research into Applications is the motivation behind CoastalSEA.
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Recent and ongoing projects include:




	Development of the Coastal Resilience Model as part of the University of Southampton led CoastRes project. For further details see the CoastalRes pages on the CCO web site here.
	Long-term morphological change of the Oka Estuary, Northern Spain, working with AZTI.
	Morphological development of the prograding spit at Pagham Harbour on the South coast of the UK. This study examined the very rapid changes in the spit, over the last 10-15 years, to provide advice on how it might continue to evolve and the consequences of a breach (natural or human induced).
	The genesis of Flora Bank at the mouth of the Skeena river, Prince Rupert, BC, Canada, in association with SedTrend, Canada (sedtrend.com ).
	Various reviews of ongoing and proposed coastal and estuarine developments.
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Ongoing research and development includes:




	Suite of Matlab apps developed, which can be downloaded below, including:
	ASMITA – a model of long-term inlet dynamics that aggregates elements to examine long-term morphological change;
	CoastalTools – a toolbox to examine coastal process data such as waves, water levels and beach profiles and carry out various modelling using the measured data as the main input. Provides for a wide range of data formats but in particular caters for data from the Channel Coastal Observatory;
	ChannelForm – a kinematic model to study marine transgression of estuaries;
	CSTmodel – a quasi-analytical hydraulic model of convergent tidal channels to estimate water levels under combined tide and river forcing.
	ModelSkill – a toolbox to evaluate performance of timeseries predictions at a point, or gridded data sets, using Taylor plots and Skill Scores.
	ModelUI – a demonstration pack to illustrate how to create bespoke user interfaces using the muitoolbox;
	MRBreach – an App to investigate the hypsometry and design breaches for managed realignment sites;
	SedTools – a toolbox to analyse and plot settling column data;
	WaveRayModel – forward and backward ray tracing model to examine inshore wave spectra.



	A model to decompose energy flux within an inlet or estuary and examine the variations in space and time.
	An investigation of spit-delta dynamics and the switch between the two states;
	Investigation of beach dynamics and the influence of storm clusters on beach recovery;
	Tools to measure sediment properties over the surficial layer of the sea bed and tidal flat (top 1-2 metres);
	Understanding the initial evolution of enclosed sites opened up to tidal inundation for managed realignment projects;
	Improved basis for defining equilibrium of estuaries and inlets under stationary conditions.
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Short courses:




	ASMITA training course (3-5 hours contact time and training exercise);
	CoastalTools training course (3-5 hours contact time and training exercise)
	Introduction to the CoastalSEA Apps (1-2 hours)
	 ‘Art of Modelling’: a course to provide an introduction to modelling, focussing on the concepts of how to approach a problem, choice of model or model abstraction, and a range of issues associated with interpretation, synthesis and communication of results. (10-15 hours contact time).





For further details please contact us
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All Apps available for download use the dstoolbox and the muitoolbox. An introduction to the dstoolbox is available here and to the muitoolbox here and both toolboxes can be downloaded here.




	Asmita	ASMITA stands for Aggregated Scale Morphological Interaction between Tidal basin and Adjacent coast. The model is used to examine long-tern morphological change in tidal inlets and estuaries. Rather than schematise a grid of the real-world bathymetry, the model uses elements that represent geomorphological components of the system such as channels, tidal flats, deltas, saltmarshes, etc. As such the model address changes to the sediment volumes in the estuary over long time scales (decades, centuries and aeons).	Manual
	ChannelForm    	ChannelForm provides a framework for studying estuary and inlet morphological landforms in the context of the surrounding landscape (valley and flood plain). A set of tools allow digital terrain models (DTMs) to be created from models or imported. Channel and Valley forms can be combined to create a landscape setting, which can also include a shoreface and channel meanders. A kinematic model is used to consider the migration of the channel under the influence of sea level change, taking account of sediment supply from the sea and river.	Manual
	CoastalTools 	The CoastalTools package was originally developed to access and manipulate coastal data, such as held by the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO) and the British Oceanographic Data Centre (BODC) and has since been extended to handle other common data formats. CoastalTools provides a User Interface for time series data analysis, with many of the formats that are in routine use in the UK and elsewhere provided for in the data loading tools. Several models that use the measured data as input are also provided. These provide the ability to estimate near shore wave parameters and properties that describe how the beaches are changing over time. The models generally use simple algorithms to transform the data and are not intended to be a substitute for more detailed coastal process modelling. The focus is very much on providing a means to rapidly explore the data that is now available from national archives.	Manual
	CSTmodel	This is a quasi-analytical hydraulic model for convergent tidal channels. It computes the mean tide level, high and low water levels, tidal velocity amplitude and river velocity along the length of the estuary using the quasi-analytical model of Cai, Savenije and Toffolon (hence the CST model) as described in (Savenije, 2005; Cai, 2014).	Manual
	ModelSkill	ModelSkill enables data to be loaded and then compared on a Taylor diagram. This form of plot was originally proposed for the comparison of model timeseries output (Taylor, 2001) and has subsequently been adapted for the comparison of morphological model outputs (Bosboom and Reniers, 2014; Bosboom et al., 2014). In this implementation the Taylor approach is used but modified in line with Bosboom of the analysis of grid and mesh data. The options include the ability to create and add points to a Taylor diagram, output the results to the Clipboard, and estimate global and local skill scores.	Manual
	ModelUI	ModelUI provides a demonstration using the muitoolbox of how to create bespoke interfaces for modelling applications that produce some combination of graphical and/or time series outputs. The muitoolbox is designed to enable the rapid prototyping of models by allowing the model developer to focus on the model, rather than the functional or operational needs of the software package itself.  To this end, the UI provides a standard interface with drop-down menus, tools to open and close files, keep track of model runs, provide a rapid means to implement model set-up and data import and export, derivation of new variables, and some basic plotting and statistical tools. The ModelUI package includes three example models to illustrate how to create and modify the UI for different applications. These include:
– VerticalProfile to illustrate the basic UI with a model producing spatial data;
– SimpleTide to illustrate handling timeseries data in a similar UI;
– Diffusion2D to illustrate how to handle time plus 2 or 3 space dimensions.	Manual
	MRBreach	MRBreach is an App to support the design of breaches in sea walls that are commonly required for managed realignment schemes. These schemes aim to increase the area of intertidal by allowing the sea back into areas of land that have been protected by sea defences in the past. It is usually impractical to remove the entire sea wall. There is therefore a need to determine the size of breach required to allow tidal exchange into and out of the site. In such design there is also the practical consideration of being able to construct the breach safely, in the time available over a tidal cycle. This piece of software implements a method proposed for the design of such breaches based on creating one, or more, stable channels into the site.	Manual
	SedTools	Loads settling column output files generates sediment grain size distributions and summary data using the method developed by Urs Neumeier at the University of Southampton (Neumeier, 2005).	Manual
	WaveRayModel	Wave ray tracing model to generate forward and backward tracking rays over a coastal bathymetry and transfer wave data to a neashore point.	Manual
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A summary of each Toolbox and App is available here.




By downloading any of the files below you are accepting the licence agreement for this software.




See our Privacy Policy here




Legacy versions of some software packages can be downloaded here




Use the links below to download the latest versions of our software packages. Please note all Apps make use of the dstoolbox and the muitoolbox. 
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            CoastalSEA Package
                
                    1.14
                    31.65 MB
                    75 downloads
                

            Zip file containing ALL Toolboxes and Apps for the latest release
…
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            dstoolbox
                
                    1.09
                    373.35 KB
                    42 downloads
                

            Toolbox for dstables and associated tools.
…
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            muitoolbox
                
                    1.24
                    1.20 MB
                    42 downloads
                

            Toolbox to build bespoke model interfaces
…
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            SedTools App
                
                    2.02
                    1.37 MB
                    6 downloads
                

            App to analyse settling column data
…
        

        
            Download
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            ModelUI App
                
                    3.03
                    3.50 MB
                    11 downloads
                

            Set of demonstration applications to illustrate use of muitoolbox
…
        

        
            Download
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            ModelSkill App
                
                    2.11
                    3.14 MB
                    5 downloads
                

            App to examine model performance using a Taylor Plot and Skill Score
…
        

        
            Download
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            ChannelForm App
                
                    3.12
                    8.00 MB
                    6 downloads
                

            App to model marine transgression of an estuary channel within a valley
…
        

        
            Download
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            MRBreach App
                
                    3.03
                    1.39 MB
                    12 downloads
                

            App to examine site hypsometry and design breaches for managed realignment sites
…
        

        
            Download
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            Asmita App
                
                    3.25
                    3.66 MB
                    41 downloads
                

            Morphological model for inlets and estuaries
…
        

        
            Download
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            CSTmodel App
                
                    2.05
                    1.70 MB
                    7 downloads
                

            Hydraulic model for convergent tidal-rivers
…
        

        
            Download
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            CoastalTools App
                
                    3.27
                    7.48 MB
                    44 downloads
                

            App to analyse coastal process data
…
        

        
            Download
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            WaveRayModel
                
                    1.05
                    4.13 MB
                    10 downloads
                

            …
        

        
            Download
        

    







                    


        

    






Use the links below to download training packs
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            CoastalTools training pack
                
                    1.02
                    26.04 MB
                    38 downloads
                

            Training exercise and supporting data
…
        

        
            Download
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            ASMITA training pack
                
                    1.02
                    5.88 MB
                    61 downloads
                

            Training exercise with supporting materials
…
        

        
            Download
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                                CoastalSEA Apps package refresh

                                                                    
                                        by Ian Townend on 11 Feb, 2024 - Comments Off on CoastalSEA Apps package refresh                                    

                                                            
                            
All packages have been updated. In some cases the changes are minor and entail additional checks and improved documentation. The more substantive changes are listed below. Asmita CoastalTools dstoolbox muitoolbox
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                                Asmita saltmarsh options extended

                                                                    
                                        by Ian Townend on 26 Sep, 2023 - Comments Off on Asmita saltmarsh options extended                                    

                                                            
                            
The ASMITA App update includes the following additions and fixes: Some minor fixes have also been made to the muitoolbox as follows:
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                                Dynamic exchanges added to ASMITA

                                                                    
                                        by Ian Townend on 16 Jul, 2023 - Comments Off on Dynamic exchanges added to ASMITA                                    

                                                            
                            
The ASMITA App update includes the following additions and fixes: Some minor fixes have also been made to the muitoolbox as follows:
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                                WaveRayModel now uses meshes

                                                                    
                                        by Ian Townend on 22 May, 2023 - Comments Off on WaveRayModel now uses meshes                                    

                                                            
                            
The WaveRayModel App has been extended to use grids or meshes. ASMITA – documentation of the model derivation has been added CoastalTools: Now includes : Minor bug fixes to dstoolbox and muitoolbox.
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                                WaveRayModel released

                                                                    
                                        by Ian Townend on 28 Mar, 2023 - Comments Off on WaveRayModel released                                    

                                                            
                            
A new App has been added to the CoastalSEA suite of tools to perform wave ray tracing in forward and backward mode. This allows refraction of wave spectra from offshore to inshore locations. The ability to use the spectral transfer table from the WaveRayModel to carry out wave refraction has also been added to CoastalTools. […]
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                                Updated training packs, Apps and Toolboxes

                                                                    
                                        by Ian Townend on 12 Feb, 2023 - Comments Off on Updated training packs, Apps and Toolboxes                                    

                                                            
                            
New Training packs have been added for CoastalTools and Asmita. These now use Matlab LiveScripts as well as the Apps. The following fixes have also been made for this release: dstoolbox dstable modified to load multi-dimensional cells. muitoolbox View Case Settings modified to handle additional data types.Added checks for rounding errors, which caused incorrect data […]
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